Our Team of "Sister" Companies

**Industrial Fiberglass Specialties**
Manufactures and markets corrosion resistant composites to other manufacturers, commodity distributors and OEM's.

**FiberSystems**
Manufactures and markets corrosion resistant composites to end users, contractors, and engineers. Also, FiberSystems is the channel for all field service activities; including pipe, duct and support installations.

**International Piping Systems (IPS)**
Manufactures and markets turn-key piping systems; including directional bore, slip linings, and buried long distance piping runs.

**Pipe Supports, Inc.**
Engineers, designs, manufactures, and markets a complete line of pipe and duct supports, guides, hangers, anchors, etc. Includes providing in-house FEA analysis of piping systems and supports.

**Response Metal Fabricators (RMF)**
Heavy and light metal fabrication; including all the alloy metals. Includes U.S. wide field installations of metal fabrications, piping, duct, vessels, and buildings. SMACNA union with union label available.

**Response Piping System (RPS)**
UA pipe fitters contractor. Covered by both local and national agreements. Can provide U.S. wide design, pre-fabrication and spooling and installation of all types and grades of piping materials.

**Science/Electronics**
Designs, engineers, and markets data loggers and data acquisition equipment. Maintains an NIST repair lab for electronic and controlled temperature equipment to board level.

**International Reactor**
Engineers, designs, and provides R&D services for chemical process plants. Manufactures and markets agitator reactor equipment and systems; including complete multi-million dollar pilot plants.

**Earth & Atmospheric Sciences**
Engineers, designs, and installs meteorological equipment (i.e., rain, snow and wind speed instrumentation, temperature, measurements, solar generation, etc.). Emphasis is on complete systems.